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Send items for the calendar to davebunnell@
comcast.net at least 1 month before desired month of 
publication (i.e., by March 1 for the April issue). 

USA
October 8th -11, 2015 - 38th Annual TAG Fall 
Cave-In hosted by the Dogwood City Grotto on 
Lookout Mtn. Near Menlo, GA. Visit tagfallcavein.
org for more information. Vendors contact Darrien 
Dopp at 770.301.8228 or kvcrawler@yahoo.
com. You must be an NSS Member or quest to 
register. No dogs, no generators, no air horns, 
no off-highway vehicles, NO BOMBS.
October 9-11, 2015—Western Regional 
gathering, Twentynine Palms, CA  info:www.
westernregional2015.org/
October 15-18, 2015— Texas Cavers Reunion 
at Paradise Canyon in Rio Medina, TX. Contact 
Don@Oztotl.com for more details.
October 15-17, 2015—Timpanogos Cave 
Restoration Camp. Timpanogos Cave National 
Monument invites volunteers to assist in three 
days of restoration projects in this nationally 
significant cave system. Work among abundant 
formations to help restore natural conditions 
along the public tour route. Free camping is 
available. For more info contact Andy Armstrong  
801-692-5049, andy_armstrong@nps.gov. 
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/
timpanogoscavenps.
October 19-23, 2015—The 21st National Cave 
and Karst Management Symposium, Cave 
City, Kentucky.  For more information:  www.
cave-research.org/NCKMS2015/ or contact Pat 
Kambesis  pat.kambesis@wku.edu
February 6-12, 2016—17th International 
Vulcanspeleology Symposium, Ocean View, 
Hawaii, U.S.A. Info: www.cavepics.com/IVS17

July 17-23, 2016— NSS 75th Anniversary 
Convention - Ely, NV. Contact nss75th@
caves.org for more info. http://nss2016.
caves.org

Cave & Karst Science
October 20-23, 2015—2nd International 
Planetary Caves Conference, 20-23 
October 2015, Flagstaff, AZ. Info: www.
hou.usra.edu/meetings/2ndcaves2015 or 
contact conference organizer Jut Wynne: 
jut.wynne@nau.edu
April  11-14, 2016—International 
conference on the origins, resources, 
and management of hypogene karst, 
Deep Karst in Carlsbad, NM. Deep Karst 
2016 is being organized by the National 
Cave and Karst Research Institute in 
cooperation with the Karst Hydrogeology 
and Speleogenesis Commission of the 
International Union of Speleology. More 
information and updates on registration 
at www.deepkarst.org

Foreign
August 13–20, 2016—European 
Federation meeting in Ingleton, UK
July 23-29, 2017—17th International 
Congress of Speleology, Sydney, 
Australia. Contact speleo2017@caves.
org.au

Crystal Tip by Kenneth Ingham won an Honorable 
Mention in the Photo Salon.
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The last time NSS cavers convened in 
Missouri was 1997, in Sullivan. Perhaps that 
was part of the reason organizers this year 
wanted to remind the caving community why 
the “Show Me State” deserves recognition as 
a friendly, hospitable place that’s chock-full 
of activities and lots of caves.

The 2015 NSS Convention, a Hitch-
hiker’s Guide to Missouri Caving, was held 
July 13-17 in the Pulaski County city of 
Waynesville. Officials said there were 930 
registrants, including four who travelled 
from Canada, one from Mexico and one 
from Cuba.

In 1899, deriding ‘frothy, eloquent 
speech,’ congressman Willard Vandiver 
famously said, “I’m from Missouri, and you 
have got to show me.”

The Convention Committee of about 
two dozen volunteers left no doubt in show-
ing everyone that this year’s event was one 
of the best ever, with plenty of informative 
sessions, workshops, salons and scores of 
cave trips.

Although ‘the Show Me State’ is not 
a motto that the State of Missouri officially 
recognizes, neither is the moniker ‘the Cave 
State.’ But the state is known by the latter 
phrase because it contains more than 7,000 
recorded caves (second only to Tennessee).

In addition to self-led cave trips and daily 
cave diving trips available to those qualified, 
the Convention program guide listed some 
33 guided cave trips in which to participate.

Activities were abundant to the point 
that they easily could have filled three weeks 
to enjoy everything. In addition to field 
trips, driving tours, Route 66 sites, state 
parks and rivers and springs to see, there 
were specially-arranged visits to nearby Fort 
Leonard Wood, the new member reception, 
speleo-auction, kids activities, ramen wres-
tling, the howdy party, a pasta dinner, wine 
tasting, bonfires, free river float trips every 
morning and much more.

Credit for much of the Convention 
success should be given to the Pulaski County 
Tourism Bureau, which did an outstanding 
job on numerous elements.

“’Of course we can!’ was my response 
after meeting with Joe and Kris Nicolussi in 
2013, when they asked if Pulaski County 
could handle a NSS Convention,” said Karen 
Hood of the tourism bureau. “We’ve got 
a motivated and engaged organization, a 
state-of-the-art high school and a top-notch 
campground in the Ft. Leonard Wood Shrine 
Club.”

Waynesville High School was the 
perfect locale for Convention Central, with 
a 700-seat auditorium, two gymnasiums 

and plenty of classroom space for salons, 
workshops, meetings and vendors.

Two miles away, the Shiner’s Club and 
campground proved to be a great place for 
cavers. The air-conditioned clubhouse was a 
friendly atmosphere for casual get-togethers, 
food and drinks. The campground was 
spacious, with tree-shaded sites, RV pull-
throughs, numerous pavilions, hot showers 
and a large stage for music.

The Terminal Syphons deserve recogni-
tion for their efforts Wednesday evening. The 
group of caver musicians performed nearly 
four hours of songs and did so free-of-charge. 
Gratitude and a tip of the helmet certainly 
goes to Bob Alderson, Jon Annernan, Jake 
Cox, Andrea Davenport, Keith and Lisa 
Goggin and Michael Ray Taylor, as well 
as Stephanie Bradshaw who assisted on 
backup vocals. Caver Ron Adams (who was 
awarded Fellow at the Convention) and two 
others provided acoustic entertainment as a 
warmup act to the Syphons. Caver, musician, 
sound engineer and Convention newsletter 
editor Gary Gibula also contributed.

One of the many Convention highlights 
was the Luminary Series lectures that took 
place on three afternoons. Stan Sides, Diana 
Northup and Bill Steele each has credentials 
and stories that would fill the page you’re 
now reading. Suffice it to say that their talks 
on caving history, extremophiles and cave 
exploration, respectively, filled the audito-
rium with listeners and could have lasted far 
longer than the one hour each was given.

In terms of friendliness, the people of 
Waynesville and Pulaski County truly embody 
the caver spirit of welcoming and being 
helpful. Businesses, hotels and restaurants 
greeted everyone with a smile, and the fire 
department was ‘helpful’ in dousing the 
Wednesday evening bonfire that some felt 
got a little too large.

With 360 recorded caves, Pulaski 
County ranks fourth in Missouri. Nearby 
grottos can be found in the Springfield, Rolla 
and St. Louis areas, but none is in Pulaski.

“Usually grottos make the Convention 
happen, which certainly is true in our case, 
but now a Convention has started a grotto,” 
said co-chair Kris Nicolussi. “Laura Huffman 
saw a need for a NSS chapter open to local 
cavers in the area, so she’s helping start up 
the Roubidoux Grotto.”

Huffman is one of the Convention’s 
unsung heroes. In addition to working with 
the tourism bureau in social media and event 
promotions, she also is a knowledgeable 
historian about the Pulaski County area and 
the nearby Fort Leonard Wood military base.

“Soldiers stationed at Fort Leonard 

Wood have been exploring local caves since 
the early 1940s,” Huffman said. “We’re still 
in the process of becoming official, but the 
Roubidoux Grotto (named for the local creek 
and watershed) is gonna be awesome! In 
addition to our mission of exploring, studying 
and protecting area caves, we also will be 
the face of organized caving in the Pulaski 
County area for military, locals, and visiting 
cavers who are interested in our beautiful 
Ozarks underground.”

At the end of the Convention week, 
the ceremonial caving helmet was passed 
from Waynesville organizers to next year’s 
officials. The 2016 NSS Convention will take 
place in Ely, Nevada, on the 75th anniversary 
of the NSS’ 1941 founding. For more infor-
mation, go to http://nss2016.caves.org.

Gary Gibula is a NSS Life Member, 
grotto founder/chair and reporter for the 
Chicago Tribune)

2015 NSS Convention recap
by Gary Gibula

The 2015 NSS Convention Patch, designed 
by Bryan McAllister, won a Merit Award and 
the Cavers’ Choice Award in the Symbolic 
Emblem Salon (page 15). 

Scott House delivered the keynote talk at the 
banquet.
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Ozark-area cave photographer Rick Hines led 
a hands-on photo workshop.
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Many cave conservancies had displays at the high school, including the Missouri Caves & 
Karst Conservancy.

Cavers at the Friday night Awards Banquet

Missouri is famous for its springs. Big Spring, 
below, is the largest spring in Missouri 
and lies within the Ozark National Scenic 
Riverways, in Carter County.
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The Batmobile made an appearance in front 
of the high school. This shot of the interior 
shows the bat phone in the center. See page 
3 for more info about the car.
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2015 Convention Chair Joe Nicolussi (left) passes the hat to 
2016 Chair Matt Bowers

Waynesville’s charming mayor Luge Hardman 
spoke briefly at the banquet about the town’s 
enthusiasm for the convention.
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Information displays for upcoming conventions: In the foreground 
is Kevin Lorms for the 2017 NSS Convention in Rio Rancho, NM, 
and to the right, Scott Schmitz mans the 2016 Ely Convention table.
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Caver and USFS employee Jason Walz (right) chats with a visitor to his Lincoln National Forest 
caves display 
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Diana Northup gave a talk about her studies of microbes in caves as 
part of the popular Luminary Series talks. If you missed it, or any of 
the others, you can catch them on the NSS Web site.

Of course there was plenty of caving to be had. One of the closest 
and most heavily visited of these was Tunnel Cave. It required total 
immersion to follow its borehole passages.
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The 2015 Climbing Contest
by Peter Hertl, Miriam and Bill Cuddington

JSS vertical training
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We wish to thank the Waynesville High 
School, Waynesville, Missouri for the facili-
ties for the Climbing Contest. The school 
staff were very accomodating to our needs.
We appreciate the NSS Convention Staff for 
getting us acess to use the facilities. 

 Bill and I were absent because of a life 
long friend who called us and said that he had 
a heart attack. Two days later his wife called.
He had had another heart attack and had to 
be Med-Vac flown out of the North Carolina 
mountains to Johnson City, TN. He had 11 
blockages and had triple bypass surgery. He 
will still need stints in order to live.

We appreciate Peter Hertl for assuming 
the responsiblity of running the contest and 
doing the paperwork for the presentation of 
the results and prizes at the convention! We 
KNOW how much time it takes to do—so 
good work Peter!

There were 7 Age Group Records 
broken—check them out! Congratulations 
to you all! Keep on training and “hang in 
there.”

 We know a lot of other people 
helped and Bill and I say THANK YOU 
TO EVERYONE WHO DID ANYTHING 
TO MAKE THE CLIMBING CONTEST A 
SUCCESS!

We wish to thank PMI for the ropes this 
year and the MANY years before this year.

We hope to be present next year in Ely, 
Nevada. Take care out there!

KEY:
O.W.=Overall Winner in a category
A.G.R.= Age Group Record
W. R.=World Record

WOMEN’S 30 METER MECHANICAL
Age 40-49
1. Gretchen “Red” Schock ...1:19.9 O.W.
2. Tammy Otten ...........................2:27.0
Age 50-59
1. Cheryl Pratt  ............................3:09.1
Age 60-69
1. Emily Davis ..............................2:54.1
2. Gail Chadwick  .........................3:43.8

WOMEN’S 120 METER MECHANICAL
Age 40-49
1. Tammy Otten .............. 12:33.2--O.W.
Age 50-59
1. Cheryl Pratt ...........................20:57.4

WOMEN’S 30 METER 3 KNOT
Age 40-49
1. Teresa Williams ........................4:03.2

WOMEN’S 30 METER SIT-STAND
Age 40-49
1.Marion Akers  ...........................2:43.3
Age 50-59
1. Angela Morgan  .......................2:47.6
Age 60-69
1.Susan Souby ...... 2:10.8 O.W.--A.G.R.

WOMEN’S 120 METER SIT-STAND
Age 60-69
1.Susan Souby ..............13:06.3 -A.G.R. 

MEN’S 30 METER MECHANICAL
Age 20-29
1.Beau Gergel  .............................1:27.6 
Age 30-39
1. Rory Tinston ............................3:45.5
Age 40-49
1. Ben Brown ..............................1:47.1 
2. Alan Camp  .............................2:10.8
Age 50-59
1.Jon Brown ................................0:40.1
2. David Lewis .............................0:41.8
3. Bill Gee  ..................................1:44.9
4. Ray Sira  .................................1:51.5
Age 60-69
1. Peter Hertl  ...... 0:34.4--A.G.R.--O.W.
2. Mike Moser ..............................2:22.2 
3. Mark Lassiter ...........................2:45.6
Age 70-79
1. John Wilson .............................1:48.7

MEN’S 120 METER MECHANICAL
Age 50-59
1. David Lewis  ............................6:18.7
2. Kenneth Storey  .....................18:07.7
Age 60-69
1. Peter Hertl ....... 6:05.7--A.G.R.--O.W.
2. Skip Withrow  ........................10:47.4

MEN’S 30 METER 3 KNOTS
Age 20-29
1. Nicholas Socky .........................5:37.3

MEN’S 30 METER SIT-STAND
Age 0-12
1. Aleksander Rogozhnikov ...........3:13.1 
Age 13-16
1. Simon Akers ..................1:41.9--O.W.
Age 30-39
1. Zeb Lilly ..................................2:05.7
Age 40-49
1. Aaron Atz  ...............................2:12.9
Age 50-59
1. Robert Thompson ....................3:21.0 
2. Philip Balister  ..........................4:37.0
Age 60-69
1.Peter Hertl ...................1:52.3--A.G.R.

MEN’S 120 METER SIT-STAND
Age 0-12
1. Aleksander Rogozhnikov ..................... 
....................................16:09.1--A.G.R.
Age 30-39
1. Zeb Lilly ................................12:45.7
Age 40-49
1. Aaron Atz ..............................15:01.0
Age 60-69
1. Peter Hertl ..... 12:29.2--A.G.R.--O.W.
Age 70-72
1. Brian Pease ...........................15:33.4

Contest venue at the high school
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The NSS recognized the following 
members at its 2015 National Convention in 
Waynesville, Missouri for their contributions 
to the exploration, scientific study, artistic 
expression, and conservation of caves.

The Wil l iam J .  Stephenson 
Outstanding Service Award goes to 
one NSS member for outstanding service to 
the society and its goals. The 2015 award 
goes to Dave Luckins, NSS 14010. His work 
for the society began with stints as chairmen 
of the Audio-Visual Committee and Awards 
Committee during the 1980s. Along with 
co-chair Bill Fritz, he organized the 1987 
NSS Convention in Michigan on short 
notice. He was elected by the directors as 
Executive Vice-President in 1993 and then, 
after only eight months in that position, as 
President of the NSS, a job he held for four 
years. Subsequently he was co-chairman of 
an ad hoc committee on the NSS Library and 
chairman of the NSS Planning Committee. 
In his capacity as Operations Vice-President 
of the Society starting in 2011, he was one 
of the key driving forces in acquiring the 
new NSS headquarters in Huntsville and 
overseeing its renovation. Countless drives 
from his home in Michigan enabled him to 
be a hands-on manager in getting the site 
ready for the 2014 NSS Convention. Dave 
has been a staunch supporter of the NSS for 
nearly forty years, and his vision has made 
our new headquarters a world-class facility.

The NSS awards one Honorary 
Membership each year for outstanding 
contributions to the field of speleology. 
Candidates need not be NSS members; the 
award is open to cave scientists from around 
the world. This year’s recipient is Eleonora 
Trajano. She receives life membership as 
NSS 66823. Despite political issues and 
strong biases in Brazil, Trajano became 
a senior professor in the Department of 
Zoology at the University of São Paulo. Her 
main interest has been cave fishes of Brazil 
and elsewhere in the tropics. She has done 
the most complete field studies of the food 
supply and population biology of a number 
of species pairs of siluriform fishes, both 
troglobites and their troglophile relatives. 
She has shown that the tropics have many 
more cave-adapted species than many once 
thought existed, and that cycles of aridity 
during the Pleistocene were important in 
isolating species in caves. She has published 
eighty-two peer-reviewed papers, contrib-
uted twenty-two chapters to books, and 
given talks in Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, 
French, and English. She is highly regarded 
by twelve masters-thesis students and eleven 
dissertation students. In a climate where all 
too often academics are difficult to approach, 
Eleonora is supportive, strong on environ-
mental ethics, and willing to spend the time 
to personally instill life-long skill sets.

nation support letters included the following 
statements: Has explored and carefully 
documented many groups of caves including 
some of the largest, longest, deepest, most 
dangerous, and most complicated caves 
known on Earth. Has proven herself capable 
of organizing and running world-class expedi-
tions for more than a decade, keeping spirits 
up while maintaining the necessary order. 
Has been the single principal driving force 
for cave exploration in China. One of her 
most remarkable achievements has been 
to integrate herself into Chinese culture, 
karst science bureaucracy, local politics, and 
tourism development to the point where she 
has been able to accomplish these feats of 
exploration and documentation. She eats, 
sleeps and breathes caves and caving and 
has shown a hard core dedication to the 
complete realm of cave exploration, includ-
ing exploration, survey and documentation, 
cartography, and publication. Most cavers 
around the world praise the amazing work 
being done in China, without knowing it is 
mostly organized and led by her. The work 
that she and her teams did during a number 
of expeditions to the Wu Long, China area 
was crucial in getting that karst area desig-
nated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

2015 NSS Awards
by Members of the Awards Committee; photos by Bill Frantz

Dave Luckins addressing the banquet

Eleonora Trajano relaxing with the high 
school’s mascot and a copy of  the 
convention’s daily newspaper.

The Lew Bicking Award honors 
exemplary exploration accomplishment 
and leadership. The award is given to an 
individual or a pair of NSS members who, 
through specific joint actions, qualify equally 
for the award based on the exploration they 
have done together. This year’s recipient is 
Erin Lynch, NSS 48123. Her many nomi-

Erin Lynch receiving the Bicking Award from 
Bill Steele

The NSS Science Award recognizes 
an individual NSS member who has made 
significant contributions to the science of 
speleology. This year’s recipient is Dr. Victor 
Polyak, NSS 26681. Dr. Polyak is character-
ized as a thorough, meticulous scientist who 
is willing to help other researchers and has 
been a great mentor to more than 30 gradu-
ate students. His Masters and Doctorate 
degree studies at Texas Tech resulted in 
some of the most in-depth studies of cave 
minerals in the world. His research interests 
are focused primarily on paleoclimatology 
of the Southwestern United States through 
the record left in speleothems. Additional 
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areas of his study included: the timing 
of speleothem growth in Grand Canyon 
caves; sulfur speleogenesis; cave minerals 
and speleothems; and lava caves. Victor is 
a senior research scientist at the University 
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, working in 
paleoclimate and tectonic research, our 
winner is also widely regarded as an all 
around nice guy.

of Environmental Protection in cleaning 
trash out of sink holes. Rocky is on the 
Board of Directors of the West Virginia Cave 
Conservation, and is active in local watershed 
organizations.

Research Institute. Over the past 35 years 
he has given countless caving presentations 
at public and private schools, service clubs, 
NSS Conventions, grotto. Since retiring 
from a long career with the Boy Scouts of 
America, Bill is represented by a speakers’ 
bureau, the World Explorers Bureau and 
has recently been a featured speaker about 
caving on cruise ships in the Mediterranean 
Sea, for NSS grottos, and for other organi-
zation events.

A Certificates of Merit is awarded 
for recent specific accomplishments in 
cave exploration, conservation, or other 
contributions, which further the goals of the 
NSS. This year Certificate of Merits were 
presented to: 

Bexar Grotto - for the organizing the 
First Texas Hydro-Geo Workshop in 2014;

Philip Lucas, NSS 4820 and Nathan 
Farrar, NSS 59222 - for the writing and 
preparation of the book Caves of the Water 
Sinks Area; and

Oregon High Desert Grotto - for its 
lead role in the Sandy Glacier Caves project.

Dr. Victor Polyak, winner of the Science Award

The Victor A. Schmidt Conservation 
Award is given to an individual or a pair 
of NSS members who, through specific 
joint actions qualify equally for the award 
through his, her, or their actions and has 
demonstrated an outstanding dedication to 
the cause of cave conservation. This year’s 
recipient is Harold (Rocky) Parsons, NSS 
10268. As a youth, Rocky had an interest 
in science and nature so at the age of 13 he 
joined a “rock hound” class in Charleston, 
West Virginia. The class field trips opened 
up the world of wild caves and geology to 
him. He joined the West Virginia Association 
for Cave Studies in High School, caving 
extensively in Greenbrier and Monroe 
counties, and joined the NSS in 1967. He 
earned his BS degree in Geology at Marshall 
University and his AS degree in Forest 
Technology at Glenville State College. He 
retired as a Deputy Director of West Virginia 
Department of Environmental Protection 
after 37 years of service. Some of his conser-
vation activities over the years include the 
following: responsible for the production of 
500 West Virginia Cave Protection Acts; 
instrumental in updating the West Virginia 
Quarry Law to require reclamation and the 
protection of threatened and endangered 
species; recognized by the Monroe County 
Commission for work in educating residents 
on Karst, its relationship with ground water, 
and the importance of protecting it from 
activities related to farming and construction; 
working with the West Virginia Department 

The Spelean Arts and Letters 
Award is given to one, or a pair of, NSS 
members who, through specific joint actions 
qualify equally for the award, over time, have 
advanced spelean arts and letters by signifi-
cant artistic expression, management, or 
criticism. This year’s recipient is Bill Steele, 
NSS 8072. His nomination was based on 
his effort in three major areas; writing, 
SpeleoArt, and public speaking. He is a 
prolific author of speleological monographs, 
articles, and other cave-related materials. In 
addition to authoring full-length books, Bill 
has published a number of other fascinating 
items for the caving community. In addition 
to his skill with the pen, he also possesses an 
artistic side. At a recent NSS Convention, Bill 
was seen wearing his homemade necklace 
comprising an historic piece of foreign caving 
rope populated with a collection of worn-out 
rappel rack brake bars. This fashion acces-
sory, which also serves as an important 
museum artifact, now occupies a place 
on display at the National Cave and Karst 

The James G. Mitchell Award is 
presented to an NSS member, under the 
age of 25, for the best scientific paper 
presented at the convention. This year’s 
recipient, Vincent Leray, NSS 65988, was 
recognized for the paper “Phylogeography 
of Two Subterranean Ampihod Species: The 
Impact of Phreatic and Epikarstic Habitats 
on Gene Flow”

Bill Steele (right) receiving his Spelean Arts 
and Letters Award from Linda Starr

Vincent Leray (right) receives his Mitchell 
Award from Mike Backe

Nathan Farrar (right) and Phil Lucas with their 
Certificates of Merit

Rocky Parsons (right) receiving the 
Conservation Award from Bob Vandeventer
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The Peter M. Hauer Spelean 
History Award is given to an individual 
who has made a significant contribution 
to spelean history. The 2015 recipient is 
Dwight Weaver. He has written definitive 
histories of Onondaga Cave, Meramec 
Caverns, and Mark Twain Cave; co-authored 
the book, “Missouri - The Cave State”; and 
authored “Missouri Caves in History and 
Legend” and “Wilderness Underground, 
Caves of the Ozark Plateau.” Dwight was 
the past editor of “Down Under” for the 
National Caves Association; President of 
the Missouri Speleological Survey; and the 
General Manager at Mark Twain Cave, 
Ozark Caverns, Bridal Cave, and Fantastic 
Caverns. 

The NSS bestows the title of Fellow 
of the NSS on members who, over a 
number of years, have exemplified through 
their actions their dedication to the goals of 
the Society. The NSS honors the following 
members with Fellowships this year:

Ron Adams, NSS 41114;
Frank Bogle, NSS 19788;
Ellie Falgout, NSS 60439;
Nathaniel Farrar, NSS 59222;
Doug Feller, NSS 21746;
Geoff Hoese, NSS 38832;
Valerie Howell, NSS 18128;
Jim Huckins, NSS 7201;
Mark Lassiter, NSS 17031;
Kathleen Lavoie, NSS 17033;
Molly Lucier, NSS 36837;
Tanya McLaughlin, NSS 33235;
Richard Raber, NSS 6695;
Christina Richards, NSS 58089;
Ed Saugstad, NSS 18203
Ray Sira, NSS 22440.

The NSS President is empowered to 
award a Certificate of Appreciation 
to persons or organizations that have, 
by specific action, furthered a goal or 
several goals of the Society. This year, 
NSS President Wm Shrewsbury awarded 
Certificates of Appreciation to the following 
Society members:

Dave Luckins - Operations Vice 
President for four years;

Mike Crockett - Director for three years;
Dick Mitchell - Director for three years;
Carol Tiderman - Director for six years;
Steve Smith - for continued service 

developing and maintaining the NSS 
Conservation Alert Network;

John Wilson - for decades of service and 
commitment to NSS Cave Conservation and 
Management;

Jonathan B. Beard - for continued 
service to the Society as NSS Conservation 
Task Force Coordinator;

Cheryl Jones and Michael Dale - for 
continued service to the Society designing, 
devotion to detail, and creativity in NSS 
Conservation Outreach; and

Fred Stone and Frank Howorth for 
purchasing a cave, gifting the cave in 1965 
to the NSS. Their understanding of the 
importance of protecting cave through 
ownership is now a standard conservation 
practice.

NSS President Wm Shrewsbury recog-
nized the following Grottos for 50 Years 
of Service as an Internal Organization 
of the Society:

Biology Section;
Little Egypt Grotto;
Louisville Grotto; and
Smoky Mountain Grotto.

NSS President Wm Shrewsbury recog-
nized members for Long-Term NSS 
Membership that included the following 
Society members.

60 Years of Membership:
Robert G .Geil, NSS 3116;
William W. Varnedoe, Jr., NSS 3160;
R. F. Schweiker, NSS 3164;
Roger Griest , NSS 3174;
Charles A. Lundquist , NSS 3251;
John E. Parsons, NSS 3325;
John McKee, NSS 3372;
Patty Jo Watson, NSS 3379;
David Y. Miller, NSS 3400; and
Barry B. Hivner , NSS 3406

50 Years of Membership:
Jon L. Bennett, NSS 8157;
Jack T. Burn, NSS 8163;
David Jagnow, NSS 8177;
Henry Rauch, NSS 8193;
William W. Magee, NSS 8195;

NSS Fellow Awardees

Dwight Weaver (right) receiving the Spelean 
History Award from Cato Holler
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Dick Mitchell, NSS 8200;
Robert Brown, NSS 8218
Michael K. Oatney, NSS 8222;
Philip R. King, NSS 8223;
B. Bart Henson, NSS 8234;
Duane E. Lyon, NSS 8254;
Scott H. Robertson, NSS 8255;
David Street, NSS 8257;
Janet B. Thorne, NSS 8261;
Charles W. Maus, NSS 8267;
Dan A. Clardy, NSS 8274;
John A. Clardy, NSS 8275;
Geoff Brandner, NSS 8276;
Thomas S. Roehr, NSS 8281;
Wayne Camirand, NSS 8284;
Peter C. Strickland, NSS 8298;
David W. Richardson, NSS 8300;
Henry A. Quenin, NSS 8305;
Alan B. Lovell, NSS 8315;
Ernie Coffman, NSS 8316;
Martha A. Krause, NSS 8317;
James Patrick Stephens, NSS 8320;
Ronald L. Richards, NSS 8326;
Charles Townsend, NSS 8333;
Jack Speece, NSS 8338;
Alvin R. Breisch, NSS 8351;
John W. Harper, NSS 8352;
James M. Hardy, NSS 8360;
Mary Alice Chester, NSS 8379;
Mary S. Lovell, NSS 8380;
Brian J. Borton, NSS 8384;
J. Gary Gray, NSS 8415;
John M. Hill, NSS 8423;
Carol A. Hill, NSS 8449;
Roger J. Sperka, NSS 8463;
Marjorie S. Schmidt, NSS 8464;
William F. Zarwell, NSS 8476;
Robert Gordon Babb, II, NSS 8480;
David J. Newson, NSS 8498;
Arlin E. Pound, NSS 8521;
Don A .Paquette, NSS 8545;
Caroline J. Brown, NSS 8557;
Carole M. Noble-Park, NSS 8574;
Ed Speer, NSS 8576;
Victor R. Baker, NSS 8588;
Frank J. O’Hara, NSS 8595;
George H. Berry, NSS 8597;
Bruce J. Morgan, NSS 8602;
Ernst H. Kastning, NSS 8606;
Bill Hardman, NSS 8625;
Nancy Howarth, NSS 8628;
John W. Cole, NSS 8633;
William Palmer, NSS 8654;
Deb Stucklen, NSS 8655;
Elizabeth Foxy Ferguson, NSS 8660;
James A. Estes, NSS 8684;
Albert W. Stewart, NSS 8695;
George Champagne, NSS 8718;
Charles V. Larson, NSS 8734;
John Baz-Dresch, NSS 8737;
Dean W. Holloway, NSS 8738;
Edwin S. Hunt, NSS 8744;
C. Robert Burns, Jr., NSS 8746;
Hazel E. Medville, NSS 8772;
Robert J. Straub, NSS 8779;

Thomas G. Beaman, Jr., NSS 8791;
John W. Hess, Jr., NSS 8835;
Mark L. Langenfeld, NSS 8842;
Gordon L. Smith, Jr., NSS 8847;
Donal R. Myrick, NSS 8866.
Hedwig B. Miller, NSS 8442;
John C. Pollack, NSS 8495; and
Paul L. Broughton, PhD, NSS 8496.

The NSS Conservation Section 
Award to a group was presented to the 
Clifftop NFP for their work to preserve 
Fogelpole Cave in Maeysvill, Illinois with 
the establishment of the Paul Wightman 
Subterranean Nature Preserve. Our recipient 
of the Group conservation award likened 
their project to the cave. There were ‘high ‘n 
wide’ passage experiences that were like the 
pure pleasures of active collaboration, and 
the heady sense of working jointly to preserve 
and protect something really special. But 

they had their low-crawl moments, too, 
when they’d hit a sump of non-cooperation, 
with expenditures of organizational funds 
equal to at least a mastodon’s tusk, and they 
sometimes wondered if a Pleistocene-era 
length of time would be needed to get the 
deal done. But they persisted. Success was 
dependent on transforming land use prac-
tices within their preserve, to help educate 
landowners within the drainage basin, gently 
nudging them to shift from old attitudes to 
adopt land use practices to help protect the 
hidden world beneath their feet. Clifftop’s 
activities are both above (re-vegetation 
activities to control sedimentation impacts 
on cave stream, various research projects) 
and below ground (cave mapping by cavers, 
biospeleology work, bat work, groundwater 
sampling, etc.), so we decided a split screen 
image captured it best.

The Natural Bridges Postcard 
set by Dave Bunnell won both 
Best of Show and Cavers’ 
Choice Awards in the Posters 
and Pamphlets Salon.

The 270-foot long Natural 
Bridge is a tourist attraction 
in Calaveras County, CA

Left: Don Arburn’s 2015 sticker won a Merit 
Award in the Symbolic Emblem Salon and his 
2013 version won the Best of Show Award.
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Cartographic Salon
Chair: Dwight Livingston

The 2015 Cartographic Salon was 
held July 13-17, 2015, at Waynesville, 
MO. Thirty-two maps were entered (twelve 
for display only), from three countries, and 
the judges awarded ribbons to sixteen maps. 
No medal for “Best of Show” was awarded 
this year. As at every Cartographic Salon, 
the judges wrote critiques for all the maps 
entered.

Apprentice Category

Honorable Mention
Jeffrey Crews for Carlson Cavern, Pulaski 
Co., Missouri; 
Corey Hackley for Crystal Grottoes Caverns, 
Washington Co., Maryland; 
Chad McCain for Brown’s Hole, Hardin 
Co., Illinois

Merit award
Nancy Lilly for Coons Labyrinth, Franklin 
Co., Tennessee; 
Chad McCain for Blackfathom River Cave 
System, Ste. Genevieve Co., Missouri; 
Chad McCain for Lilly Cave & Spirit Cave, 
Union Co., Illinois; 
Gary Storrick for Overholt Blowing Cave, 
Pocahontas Co., West Virginia

Experienced Category:

Honorable Mention
Hans Bodenhamer for Double Date Cave, 
Flathead Co., Montana; 
Ed Klausner for Big Room, Carlsbad Cavern, 
Carlsbad Caverns National Park, New 
Mexico; 
Ben Miller for The Sinkhole, Marion Co., 
Tennessee

Merit award
Dan Austin for Jewel Cave, Custer Co., 
South Dakota; 
Scott House for Main Corridor, Carlsbad 
Cavern, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, 
New Mexico; 
Dan Lamping for Lawrence Hollow Pit Cave, 
Shannon Co., Missouri; 
Ben Miller for Bluff Dwellers Cave, McDonald 
Co., Missouri

Cavers’ CHoiCe
Gary Storrick for Overholt Blowing Cave, 
Pocahontas Co., West Virginia

Medal
Dan Austin for Jewel Cave, Custer Co., 
South Dakota

Judges: Dan Austin, George Dasher, Rod 
Horrocks, Howard Kalnitz, Ed Klausner, 
Dwight Livingston, Steve Reames, Mick 
Sutton, Bob Thrun, and Carol Vesely.

Cave Ballad Salon
Chair: Roland Vinyard

Original Category

Honorable Mention
“I Don’t Want It Going Around” by Frank 
McDonough; “Caverman Blues” by Al 
Ogden;

Merit award
“Bloerandgoer” by Frank McDonough

Traditional Category

Honorable Mention
 “Lost in the Darkness” by Al Ogden; 
“Cavers Moving Underground” by Al Ogden

Merit award
 “Carbide” by Dave Brumbaugh

best of sHow
“Bloerandgoer” by Frank McDonough

Judges: Bruce White, Dave Everton, Paul 
Heinerth, & Fofo Gonzales

Cover Art Salon
Chair: Blake Jördan

Photographic Category

Honorable Mention
CIG Newsletter, Vol. 58, No. 3
CIG Newsletter, Vol. 58, No. 4
IKC Update, Vol. 112
Karst Chronicle, Vol. 17 No. 1
Windy City Speleonews, Vol. 53 No. 1; 
Windy City Speleonews, Vol. 54 No. 1

Merit award
Carbide Dump, Vol. 49 No. 6
Georgia Underground, Vol. 59, No. 3
Windy City Speleonews, Vol. 54 No. 5

Non-Photographic Category

Honorable Mention
Illuminations, No. 21; Indiana Cave Survey 
NOTEBOOK, No. 92; Indiana Cave Survey 
NOTEBOOK, No. 93

Merit award
TAG CAVER Vol. 5 No. 1

Computer-Enhanced Category

Honorable Mention
TAG CAVER, Vol. 5 No. 4
The Underground Movement, Vol. 14, 
No. 1; 
The Underground Movement, Vol. 14, No. 9

Merit award
The Underground Movement, Vol. 14, 
No. 3; 
The Underground Movement, Vol. 14, No. 
12

best of sHow
The Underground Movement, Vol. 14, No. 6

Judges: Bill Deane, Cricket Haygood 
Deane, Lois Manno

2015 NSS Salons
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Some entries in the Cartographic Salon were 
so large they had to be displayed on the floor, 
such as Chad McCain’s Blackfathom River 
Cave map, which received a Merit Award.

Best of Show winner in the Cover Art Salon
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Fine Art Salon
Chair: Carolina Shrewsbury

This was the sixteenth Fine Arts Salon 
Exhibition. It was combined this year with 
the Craft and Design Salon (which includes 
cartoons).

Digital Art

Honorable Mention
Carolina Shrewsbury for “Siren”

Merit award
Carolina Shrewsbury for “Tumbling Rock 
Stroll”

Craft and Design Salon

Honorable Mention
Emily Davis for “Bat of the Month”
Dave Jackson for “Teachable ‘Tite”

Merit award
Alice Rolfes-Curl for “Way Finding”
Emily Davis and Mike Warner for “Mike 
Rappelling into Hong Megui Chamber”; 
Emily Davis and the OTR Quilt Group for 
“Bat Sampler”

Cartoon

Merit award
Clariona Sewerbhryi for “Ergor Goes to On 
Rope 1
MudDonna for “Darque and Durdee”

best of sHow & Cavers’ CHoiCe
Bill Steele for “Calcite-covered Rope”

These two columns show all the covers 
from the Cover Art Salon which received 
Merit Awards, in the order presented in the 
summaries. “Way Finding” by Alice Rolfes-Curl
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Did you know...
All the award winning entries can be 

viewed on the NSS Web site: 
http://caves.org/committee/salons/

“Mike Rappelling into Hong Megui Chamber,” 
a quilt by Emily Davis (Merit Award, FAS)

“Bat Sampler,” a quilt by Emily Davis and the 
OTR Quilt Group (Merit Award, FAS) MudDonna’s“Darque and Durdee” won a Merit 

Award in the Craft & Design Salon.

Left: 
Bill Steele’s entry 
“Calicite Covered 
Rope” was awarded 
Best of Show as well 
as Cavers’ Choice 
Award in the Fine 
Arts Salon.

His 2015 Spring MVOR T-shirt won 
both Best of Show and Cavers’ Choice 
Awards for Bryan McAllister in the 
T-shirt Salon

Indiana Cave Capers Beer Label (Charlie 
Vetters), a Merit Award winner in the T-Shirt 
Salon

Land of 10,000 Caves (Taylor Ann Bogle, 
SERA), a Merit Award winner in the T-Shirt 
Salon

Carolina Shrewsbury 
painting “Tumbling 
Rock Stroll” won a 
Merit Award in the 
Fine Arts Salon.
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Multimedia Salon
Chair: Dave Bunnell

Merit award
Warm River Cave (Phil Lucas, Dave Socky)

Judges: Mother Lode Grotto

Photo Salon
Chairs: Cady Soukup & Dean Wiseman

There were 394 entries submitted this 
year, from 19 photographers. 240 (61%) 
were accepted for showing at the Salon; 
acceptance is considered an award. Of those, 
29 received a pin for Honorable Mention, 
7 received a pin for a Merit Award, and 
the best of those received a Best in Show 
engraved plaque. 

Honorable Mention
Red Wall Warriors (Kasia Biernacka)
It Comes in Waves (Bob Biddix)
Tantalizing Texture (Bob Biddix)
Secret Window (Bob Biddix)
Double Vision (Box Biddix) 
Out of Eden (Bob Biddix)
Striped Ceiling (Peter Bosted)
Cleaning the Route (Nikki Fox)
Gooney Falls (Chris Higgins)
Don’t Drink the Water in Mexico
(Chris Higgins)
Anthodite Hall (Chris Higgins)
HELLO, hello, hello... (Chris Higgins)
One Fantastic Pit (Chris Higgins)
Keystone’s Blob (Chris Higgins)
The Space Drop (Chris Higgins)
Jackpot (Chris Higgins)
Not to Scale (Bryson Jacobs)
Guardian Mother (Roy Gold)
Wet Wille Tabby (Alan Grosse)
The Mystic Crawls (Ryan Maurer)
Beauty and the Beasts (Ryan Maurer)
The Chute (Ed McCarthy)
Orange vs. Red (Ed McCarthy)
Delicate (Ed McCarthy)
Copper Stalactite with Microbes
(Kenneth Ingham)
Crystal Tip (Kenneth Ingham)
Bozell Spring Entrance, Florida (Laurent 
Miroult)
Rob Neto in Bozell Spring Laurent Miroult
Finally Alone (Ulrike and Raymond Rinehart)

Merit award
Nice to See You (Derik Holtmann) 
Eye in the Sky (Bryson Jacobs)
3rd runner-up:  Boar Hole Borehole (Ryan 
Maurer)
2nd runner-up (tie): The Sinks of Gandy 
(Ryan Maurer) and In the River (Kasia 
Biernacka)
1st runner-up: Prismatics in Turner Avenue 
(Ryan Maurer)

best of sHow
Under the Glacier (Kasia Biernacka)

Judges: Dave Bunnell, Ray Cole, Benjamin 
Kim

Posters and Pamphlets 
Salon

Chair: Dave Decker

Honorable Mention
Silver Sage Grotto Banner (Kody Kreiger, 
Steve Frye); 
Land Down Under (Bryan Kleist, Wisconsin 
Speleological Society)

Merit award
Silver Sage Grotto Business Cards (Kody 
Kreiger, Steve Frye)

best of sHow & Cavers’ CHoiCe
Calaveras Natural Bridge - Postcard Set 
(Dave Bunnell)

Judges:  Jerry Atkinson (NM), Blake Jördan 
(NM); Kevin Lorms (NM)

Print Salon
Chair: Pat Seiser

There were 12 prints entered by 8 
photographers – compared with 30 in 2013, 
41 in 2012, and 105 prints in 2007. 

Honorable Mention
Twins, Kenneth Ingham
Geoform, Kenneth Ingham
Eye Candy, Kenneth Ingham

Merit award
Hanging Around, Derik Holtman
Walk This Way, Kenneth Ingham

Cavers’ CHoiCe
Hanging Around, Derik Holtman

Judges: Dave Decker, Carol Jackson, Joe 
Levinson

Symbolic Emblem Salon
Chair: Dave Decker

A total of  11 symbolic emblem designs 
were entered in the 2015 Symbolic Emblem 
Salon.  This year’s designs were created on 
a variety of media including pins, patches, 
decals, and coins.

Honorable Mention
2015 Edition of the 2016 NSS Convention 
Pathtag - Coin (Tom Madsen and Dave 
Decker); 

Merit award
2015 NSS Convention Patch (Bryan 
McAllister)
2015 NSS Convention Pin (Bryan McAllister); 
Honey Creek Tank Haul 2015 - Sticker (Don 
Arburn)

best of sHow
Honey Creek Tank Haul 2013 - Sticker 
(Don Arburn)

Cavers’ CHoiCe
2015 NSS Convention Patch (Bryan 
McAllister)

Judges: Blake Jördan (NM); Kevin Lorms 
(NM); Ron Maehler (NM), Jerry Atkinson 
(NM)

T-Shirt Salon
Chair: Dave Decker

A total of 16 T-shirt designs were 
entered in the 2015 T-shirt Salon.

Honorable Mention
The Best Places (Morgan Ingalls, John 
Dunham of Vermont Cavers Association); 
Indiana Cave Capers Canyon Climb (Charlie 
Vetters); Indiana Cave Capers Frog Climb 
(Charlie Vetters).

Merit award
Indiana Cave Capers Beer Label (Charlie 
Vetters); Land of 10,000 Caves (Taylor Ann 
Bogle, SERA)

best of sHow & Cavers’ CHoiCe
2015 Spring MVOR (Bryan McAllister)

Judges: Jerry Atkinson (NM), Blake Jördan 
(NM); Kevin Lorms (NM)

Video Salon
There were six entries, and awards were 
made as follows:

Honorable Mention
CM Cave Adventure (Joe Furman)
Thunder Hole (Richard Patenaude)

Merit award
Honey Creek Cave Extravaganza (Joe 
Furman)

toM Zannes best of sHow award
Requiem of Ice (John Waller)

Judges: Frank Binney, Greg Passmore, and 
Alex Sproul
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CreviCe Cave PHoto triP
Saturday, July 18, 2015

What a great trip to kick off the official 
beginning of the 2015 NSS Post Convention, 
hosted by SEMO Grotto. in Perry County, 
Missouri. We knew nearly a month in 
advance, one of the people attending would 
be Dave Bunnell, Editor for the NSS News 
and world renowned cave photographer.  We 
wanted to make sure we took advantage of 
this rare opportunity, by combining Dave’s 
visit with one of the most photogenic caving 
spots in the region, known as the Paradise 
Room in Crevice Cave.

This spot, located 2.6 miles under-
ground, and taking an average of two hours 
travel time to reach, occupies a section 
of large, borehole passage, and measures 
roughly 40 feet wide, 70 feet long, and 25 
feet high. It is dripping in colors of yellow, 
orange, and red all throughout, offering the 
viewer every cave formation you could ever 
ask for. The main attraction is the Paradise 
Formation, a blend of yellow and orange 
stalagmites, stalactites, and draperies, all 
tied together by two massive columns, reach-
ing heights of roughly 25 feet, which have 
grown together, leaving a window through 
the center.

Our original plan was to get Dave 
Bunnell on a photo trip to the Paradise 
Room with Paul Hauck, the very man who 
discovered it nearly 50 years previously. 
Paul has been mapping Crevice Cave ever 
since, and still continues to do so to this day. 
Unfortunately, the sign-up list for the trip to 
the Paradise Room on Saturday morning, led 
by Paul Hauck, was quickly overwhelmed, 
and a last-minute decision was made to 
separate Dave’s photo trip from the rest of 
the people interested in also going.

Our photo trip to the Paradise Room 
consisted of Jennifer Thompson, Ray 
Kutnar,  Kyle Lassiter, James Smith, Phyllis 
Boneau,  Adam Zipkin, Dave Bunnell, 
co-tripleader Mark Brewer, and myself. We 
headed in roughly 2 hours after Paul’s group, 
and ended up passing them on their way 
out. Dave got a very thorough selection of 
photographs, from many different angles, 
throughout the entire Paradise Room, some-
times firing off as many as 5 separate flashes. 

Around two hours after the photographs 
had started, half of our group realized their 
presence wasn’t necessary, and were led 
out of the cave by Mark Brewer. I stayed 
behind with Phyllis, Adam, and Dave until 
we’d all had enough. Phyllis, the oldest in our 
group, kept us shooting at the end to make 
sure we got all those shots we had seen on 
our way in. Of course, in hindsight, we are 

happy she did, as we got some really nice 
ones in that last group.

By the time we left the cave, we had 
been underground for 11 hours. In Dave’s 
words, “...it may be one of my best groups 
of photos from a single cave trip in awhile.”

The pictures turned out amazing. I will 
be getting several of them framed to hang 
on the walls around my house.

Post CaMP suMMary
The 2015 post convention in Perryville, 

Missouri was quite a success.
We had a total of 52 attendees. World 

class cavers from all over the globe: Hungary, 
Wales, and Canada, and 13 states including 
New Mexico, California, Texas, Georgia, 
Tennessee, Nevada, Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois, 
Virginia, Utah, Indiana, and of course 

The SEMO Grotto Convention Postcamp and a photo trip to Crevice Cave
text: Edmund Tucker; photos: Dave Bunnell

Missouri. We visited seven classic Missouri 
caves in both Perry and Sainte Genevieve 
Counties: Running Bull, Mystery, Crevice, 
Rimstone River, Blackfathom River, Tom 
Moore, and Berome Moore.

Thanks so much to all the SEMO Grotto 
members who helped make this event 
happen. Definitely a team effort getting 
everything prepared, keeping everything 
running, and breaking everything down. 
Special thanks to Ted Mueller, Dwayne 
Larose, Brandon Crawford, and Jim Sherrell 
for the work they did beforehand in setting 
up, and thanks also to cave trip leaders Mark 
Brewer, Chad McCain, Ray Shaw, Robert 
“Bobcat” Kavaliauskas, Chris Goodson, 
Annette Brostmeyer, Laura Bartol Belarbi, 
Chris Doerhoff, Michael Bradford, Paul 
Hauck, and Richard Young.

Formations at the entry to 
the Paradise Room
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Above, Adam Zipkin under a very steady wall of drips and below, the Paradise Formation Edmund Tucker with draperies

Phyllis Boneau by the drips pictured above left
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Convention Caving

Jim Smith and Bill Steele in Campground Cave

The cave at the Cave Vineyard near St. Genevieve was visited by a 
number of post camp cavers. 

The 120-foot deep entrance shaft to Carroll
Bill Steele rapelling down next to the ladder in 
Carroll. Most climbed out using the ladder and 
a single safety ascender on the rope or with 
a special cable ascender on the steel cable.

Andy Isbell in the Waterfall Room of Carroll. 
The water here is infrequent but lots of rain 
preceded the convention visits to the cave.

Jim Smith and Tommy Shifflett returning through the deep waters 
of Tunnel Cave
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Chad McCain eyes a flowstone/drapery mass fallen from the ceiling 
and incorporated into another flowstone beneath, Blackfathom 
River Cave
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The Azure Pool requires a couple miles of slogging through sometimes deep mud but is one of the crown jewels of Carroll Cave.

Bonny Armstrong on rope in Blackfathom 
Pit, a 110-foot drop into the stream passage.

Left, spathites in Carroll Cave. This rare 
formation is abundant in the cave and is an 
aragonite variant of a soda straw.

Fantastic Caverns, located about an hour 
west of the convention site, introduced many 
cavers to the concept of driving underground. 
They generously offered free tours for 
convention goers.

Meghan Gallo in the start of the pool section approaching the Azure Pool, Carroll Cave
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Roy Franklin Barton Jr.
OctOber 10, 1923 - July 4, 2015

Roy’s life began in the Philippine 
Islands, where his father operated a dental 
practice. He was the only child born to Roy 
F. Barton Sr. and Mabel (Wehrli) Barton. 
After relocating to Taft, California, his 
parents divorced in 1929, and Roy and his 
mother moved to Los Angeles. When Roy 
was nine, his mother sent him to Mound 
City, Missouri to be raised by her brother 
Roy Wehrli and his wife Janet.

In Mound City, Roy attended the local 
school and helped his uncle in his grocery 
store. He was a mischievous boy, famous 
throughout the town for his pranks. After 
high school, he learned auto mechanics 
before heading to the University of Missouri 
to study electrical engineering, but after a 
year, joined the Army Air Force. He served 
in the Asiatic Pacific Theater of WWII as a 
cryptographer and radar technician. 

After the war, Roy returned to Los 
Angeles. He went to work in 1954 for 
Standard Tool and Die (later known as 
Stadco) as a tool and die maker. He met 
Florence Behler at a dance and they married 
in 1955. They began raising their two 
daughters, Donna and Cheryl in Glendale, 
California. Florence died of cancer when 
the girls were young; Roy eventually found 
happiness again when he married Marian 
(Pennington) Conners in 1973.

The 20 years spent in Prescott were 
filled with caving, rock climbing, and hiking 
and backpacking trips for Roy. This is the 
time that Roy got into vertical caving and 
setting records in the NSS Climbing Contest.  
In fact, he has five records on the board--
Men’s Sit-Stand for 30m, doing it in 1:53, 
when he was in the 70-79 category; and, 
again in the 80-89 category, he did it in 
2:45. In the 3-Knot Classic 120 m, he holds 

the record in the 70-79 age, with a time of 
15:02. And, in the Sit-Stand-120 m, he 
holds the 70-79 record, at 14:04 and again, 
in the 80-89 age level, he did it in 15:31. 
He so wanted to attend the Alabama conven-
tion in 2014 to see if he could set one more 
record, but it was just a hardship to get him 
there, although his daughter’s and friends 
tried. He was a member of the NSS Vertical 
Section and will be fully missed.

Roy’s cognitive decline accelerated after 
Marian’s death, so although he hated to leave 
Arizona, he moved back to California to live 
near daughter Cheryl in Arroyo Grande. He 
lived independently for the next 2 1/2 years, 
moving to an assisted living facility and then 
a memory care facility this year. At 91, he 
still took a hike every day. He died unexpect-
edly, but peacefully in his sleep a day after 
he was hospitalized in Arroyo Grande for 
pneumonia.

He was a quiet and shy man who 
preferred the company of his wife and chil-
dren to having many friends. But once retired 
and the children gone, he made many friends 
with those who enjoyed caving and hiking. 
He remained always a fair and honest man, 
respected for it by his family and those who 
knew him.

Roy was predeceased by his parents; 
wives Florence and Marian. He is survived 
by half sister Erica Barton of St. Petersburg, 
Russia; daughters Donna Eitel and husband 
Charly of Eureka, California and Cheryl 
Barton-Petrie and husband Vince of Arroyo 
Grande, California; stepsons Pat Conners 
and wife Linda of Port Angeles, Washington, 
Dan Conners and wife Robin of Swall 
Meadows, California and Dave Conners and 
wife Angela of Prescott; five grandchildren; 
and four great grandchildren.

Contributions in his memory can be 
made to the Sierra Club (415-977-5653) 
or the NSS. There will be a memorial “Roy 
Hike” to the top of Thumb Butte in Prescott 
on Oct. 17, 2015. For hike details email 
Donna (dreitel@suddenlink.net) - please 
come join us.

Ernie Coffman

avP Candidates needed
Due to a sudden vacancy, we 

are searching for a candidate for 
Administrative Vice President. If you 
are interested or for more information 
contact the Executive Search Committee 
execsearch@caves.org or call the chair at 
410-792-0742 in the eastern time zone.

Stream passage in Mystery Cave

Ray Shaw in the Blackfathom Pit entrance
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Andy Armstrong under “the boot” in 
Blackfathom River Cave
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NSS Award Nominations
It is time to nominate that deserving 

member of your grotto, section, or region 
for an NSS award to be presented at the 
2016 Convention in Ely, Nevada. Please 
submit nominations to the appropriate award 
sub-chair by November 15, 2015. Award 
information is published on the NSS Awards 
Web Page (www.caves.org/committee/
award). You can submit your nominations 
for the following awards.

williaM J. stePHenson outstanding 
serviCe award

The Outstanding Service Award is 
given each year to a member of the NSS 
for outstanding service to the Society and 
its goals. Life Membership is conferred upon 
receipt of this award. This and the Honorary 
Membership (below) constitute the Society’s 
highest awards. Send nominations to Bill 
Mixon, bmixon@alumni.uchicago.edu.

Honorary MeMbersHiP
The Honorary Membership is given 

each year to one person, not necessarily 
an NSS member, for outstanding contribu-
tions to the field of speleology. The award 
confers life membership to the Society. Send 
nominations to Bill Mixon, bmixon@alumni.
uchicago.edu.

lew biCking award*
The Lew Bicking Award recognizes 

dedication to the thorough exploration and 
mapping of a cave or a group of caves. The 
award is given to an individual NSS member 
or a pair of members who, through specific 
joint actions, qualify equally for the award 
based on the exploration they have done 
together. Candidates must have been NSS 
members, in good standing of the Society, 
for at least the past two years. A cash award 
accompanies this recognition. Send nomina-
tions to Bill Steele, speleosteele@aol.com.

sCienCe award*
The Science Award is given each year 

to recognize an individual NSS member or 
a pair of members who, through specific 
joint actions, qualify equally for the award 
based on outstanding dedication to the 
scientific study of caves. Candidates must 
have been NSS members, in good standing 
of the Society, for at least the past two years. 
Send nominations to Dr. Kathy Lavoie at 
lavoiekh@plattsburgh.edu.

sPelean arts and letters award*
The Spelean Arts and Letters Award is 

given annually to recognize an individual NSS 
member or a pair of members who, through 
specific joint actions qualify equally for the 
award, over time has advanced spelean arts 
and letters by significant artistic expression, 
management, or criticism. Candidates must 
have been NSS members, in good standing 
of the Society, for at least the past two years. 
Send nominations to Linda Starr, lstarr509@
gmail.com.

viCtor a. sCHMidt Conservation 
award*

The Victor A. Schmidt Conservation 
Award is given annually to an individual 
NSS member or a pair of members who, 
through specific joint actions qualify equally 
for the award through his, her, or their 
actions and has demonstrated an outstanding 
dedication to the cause of cave conservation. 
Candidates must have been NSS members, 
in good standing of the Society, for at least 
the past two years. Send nominations to Bob 
Vandeventer, vandeventerbob@gmail.com.

fellow of tHe soCiety
Recipients are members who, over a 

number of years, have exemplified by their 
actions their dedication to the goals of the 
Society or to the Society itself. Recipients 
must have been NSS members, in good 
standing of the Society, for at least two 
years immediately prior to their names being 
submitted as candidates. Send nominations 
to Mike Hood, mkhood@woh.rr.com.

CertifiCate of Merit
Certificates may be given to individuals, 

jointly to no more than three individuals, or 
to organizations. (NSS Membership is not 
required.) A maximum of three Certificates of 
Merit may be awarded each year for specific, 
recent accomplishments in cave exploration, 
study, conservation, or for accomplishments, 
which further other goals of the Society. 
Send nominations to Gary Moss, gmosskvr@
gmail.com.

Peter M. Hauer sPelean History 
award

This award includes a cash award to 
be given to an individual or group of indi-
viduals engaged in an outstanding spelean 
history research project. Send nominations 
to Carolyn Cronk, e-mail at carolyncronk@
arasian.com.

JaMes g. MitCHell award
This award includes a cash award for the 

best scientific paper presented at the NSS 
Convention by a member (or members) of 
the Society age 25 or younger. For consid-
eration, contact Mike Backe, caver.backe@
outlook.com.

*The Awards Committee shall give pref-
erence to candidates who have not received 
the Outstanding Service Award or Honorary 
Membership.

Comments and suggestions on the 
nomination process and operation of the 
Awards Committee are always welcome. 
Please contact Mike Backe, awards@caves.
org, 98 Forest Drive, Boise, ID 83716.
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Reported by Amos Mincin in the Philly 
Grotto News (Summer 2015), the US 
Forest Service held a cave cleanup on June 
27 at Bowden Cave, Randolph County, 
West Virginia. Organized by John Tudak, 
the Philadelphia, Central New Jersey, and 
Monongahela Grottos spent about three 
hours wire brushing graffiti and picking up 
trash. Brian Louden, Amos Mincin, Steve 
Gadd and others participated: tinyurl.com/
qjqkdkl.

Last month’s column contained a 
mention by Scott Engel about a major 
sewage overflow flooding Cruze Cave, 
Knox County, Tennessee, on July 27. 
Following up two days later on the Smoky 
Mountain Grotto Facebook page with more 
information, Engel noted that the manhole 
overflow pollution point source was about 
450 feet upstream of the cave entrance. 
It then flowed down the streambed toward 
the cave, which snagged “all the solids and 
paper and other such nastiness,” but liquids 
still entered the cave. They built a temporary 
dam at the entrance and pumped clean water 
from the overflow point to the dam to flush 
out more crap and then sucked it out with a 
vacuum truck. They used a sump pump to 
remove water at the cave entrance, but did 
not enter the cave. They considered also 
flushing the cave, but decided against it over 
fear of chlorinating the cave. Engel noted 
that local officials seemed to be concerned 
about the cave, and it apparently helped that 
the landowner told them that the University 
of Tennessee was doing research there. 
Officials videoed the section of pipe that 
overflowed to identify a cause and determine 
if more repairs would be needed. Engel 
recommends that people refrain from visit-
ing until a few rains have flushed the cave 
stream: tinyurl.com/pxlq48d.

Emily Graham, Joel Johnson, and 
Ken Walsh have an article on the Triangle 
Troglodytes blog about their survey trips 
in early August to Beaver Creek Cave 
and Rail Valley Cave, documenting well 
over 400 feet of passages. Their article 
was more about personal discoveries than 
speleo-discoveries, some examples of their 
Pleasant Surprises being: Graham learned 
that surveying afforded her time to hear the 
croaking sounds of the formations; Johnson 
was relieved that what looked like a human 
skull was actually a milk carton; and Walsh 
was quite happy to learn that two novice 
surveyors can work faster than he can keep 
book: tinyurl.com/o2blop6.

Dave Socky posted August 3 on his 
Facebook page that Bob Alderson and he 
surveyed 584 feet in Lowmoor Cave, 
Alleghany County, Virginia, during an 
8.5-hour trip, doing 24 stations and four 
loops. That brought Lowmoor to 2.55 
miles of surveyed passage spanning 141 
feet of relief during a total of 25 surveys, 
532 stations, and 63 loops. Socky posted 
again on August 24 that Bob Alderson, Tony 
Canike, Brian Louden, and he surveyed 
414 feet in the northern end of the cave, 
pushing and surveying 100 feet past the 
northern extreme of the 1965 map. Socky 
also posted some really nice photographs of 
the cave’s formations. Lowmoor is directly 
connected to an underground mine, which 
the group started surveying on August 22. 
Two teams have logged 1890 feet of huge 
mine passage, bringing the cave and mine 
system to a length of 2.99 miles.

Jon Beard photographed and noted 
August 3 on his Facebook page a reat-
tachment of a four-piece stalactite drapery 
in Fitzpatrick Cave, Christian County, 
Missouri, managed by the Springfield Grotto. 
Matt Bumgardner found and matched 
the broken pieces to their sources. Other 
members of the team included Cynthia 
Spoering and Brandon Van Dalsem. Beard 
noted two days later that Michael Carter 
began the project in 1999 and that 232 
speleothems have since been rejoined, more 
than 200 in the Ballroom alone. They have 
removed all of the cave’s black spray paint, 
cleaned about 2,000 square feet of flow-
stone, much of which was under excess trail 
gravel, and are now concentrating on clean-
ing and re-attaching broken speleothems. 
They counted more than 650 pieces of stal 
on the floor and have re-attached nine of 
them in the on-going project.

Crash Kennedy led another survey 
expedition at Punkin Cave, Edwards 
County, Texas, with Tom Rogers, Ron 
Rutherford, Carrie Hutchins, Ben Hutchins, 
Amy Cantrell Morton, and David Ochel. 
Reported on the Texas Cavers listserv, they 
surveyed 43.68 meters in 19 shots in Punkin 
Cave in a seven-hour trip on August 4. On 
the 6th, Ben Hutchins, Ron Rutherford, and 
Kennedy returned to the Neglected Room for 
mop-up and then on to Refrigerator Room 
where they were stopped by a restriction 
blowing strong wind and pointing off the 
map. From there, they went to Windy City 
and polished off a few more short leads. They 
put 79.43 meters in the survey book in 36 
shots over an eight-hour trip. Tom Rogers 

and Amy Morton arrived the next day and 
five of them went back to Punkin. They 
followed an obvious lead from the R survey 
that led to a restriction that Rutherford and 
Kennedy couldn’t pass. Hutchins, Morton, 
and Rogers took the survey through the 
restriction while Rutherford pounded away 
at it. Pushing forward, Morton cried out 
that there was a light up above, so Kennedy 
circled back to the entrance and found the 
light source from above ground. It was filled 
with a reservoir of dusty guano dammed 
by sticks, which Kennedy enthusiastically 
removed. However, it bypassed the restric-
tion tube, which they called Guano Falls, 
so they finished the survey for the day 
exhausted, bagging 77.36 meters in 31 
shots. On the 8th, Kennedy, Rogers, and 
Morton mapped some branching tubes in 
the boneyard maze off Z3, found a bunch 
of (apparently) unsurveyed stuff at the top of 
the Z survey, and got two shots in a hole in 
the wall of the Entrance Room, chalking up 
another 26.83 meters in 13 shots. In total, 
there were six participants in four teams and 
they added 219.52 meters to the overall 
survey of 4967.1 meters.

On August 1, Andy Pitkin and Charlie 
Roberson added 1175 feet of survey to 
the downstream end of M2 Blue Cave, 
Madison County, Florida. Pushing out 
from the Prehistoric Tunnel, they entered a 
newly discovered blue-water syphon passage 
headed southwest at a depth of 140 feet, 
consistently 10-15 feet wide and 5-8 feet tall. 
There was a comparison to the Courtyard 
in Madison Blue Spring Cave. Ending their 
exploration 10,018 feet from the Fannell’s 
Funnel Entrance, there was still strong 
flow and no sign of the passage ending. 
Brett B. Hemphill posted to his Facebook 
page an updated map of M2 Blue Cave 
prepared by Andy Pitkin and related that, 
excluding upstream Cathedral in Falmouth 
Cave, Pitkin and Roberson’s dive surpassed 
all other cave dives in Florida south of 
Tallahassee in terms of linear distance from 
an entrance.

Then on August 16, Andy Pitkin 
reported again on his Facebook page 
another successful exploration dive in M2 
Blue Cave. Charlie Roberson and he 
scootered to the end of the line in the above-
mentioned blue syphon passage, taking a 
6th safety bottle. Roberson tied in his newly-
modified 1200-foot reel and proceeded to 
strip it in passage that twisted and turned 
but never changed significantly in depth or 
size. Pitkin then tied in with a 400-foot reel 
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and ran it out in going passage with strong 
flow and at least 60 feet of visibility. They 
surveyed 1564 feet in 35 shots, putting 
the end of the line about 11,645 feet (2.2 
miles) from the Fannell’s Funnel Entrance. 
They pulled all the deep safeties back to 
the Junction Room and got back to deco 
for a six-hour wait after a bottom time of a 
little over four hours. Their dive brought the 
straight-line distance between M2 Blue Cave 
and Madison Blue Spring Cave to a little over 
9,000 feet, which Pitkin estimates probably 
implies around 15,000 feet or more of real-
world cave. Matt Vinzant tagged along to 
check out a bluewater in-feeder first spotted a 
few weeks previously, but had to turn around 
at a sidemount restriction after only 140 
feet. Pitkin posted an aerial of the M2 Blue 
to Madison Blue separation with passages 
superimposed at tinyurl.com/ohgl3fh.

Greg Springer put a survey trip report 
on his Facebook page on August 6 regard-
ing Dry Cave, Greenbrier County, West 
Virginia. In 2011, when Phil Lucas led the 
survey, the cave was roughly three miles 
long, its backbone being a two-mile-long 
stream passage with an entrance near its 
downstream sump. It has extensive upper 
levels and walking-sized virgin passage. In 
2014, the best leads gave up another mile 
of interesting, heavily decorated passages. 
Their third trip of the 2015 season, on 
July 25 and staffed by Adam Byrd, Kristen 
Anderson, and Springer, succeeded in 
putting the cave over six miles in length. 
Springer’s post is too long (and entertain-
ing) to hit even the high points here: tinyurl.
com/nm9rzsz. 

On August 10, David Socky posted 
to his Facebook page that two survey 
teams returned to Dry Cave on August 
8. Team one was Greg Springer, Tommy 
Cleckner, and Socky while team two was 
Chris Coates, Nikki Fox, and Tyler. The two 

teams surveyed around 800 feet during the 
13.5-hour trip. Dry Cave is not dry. You trek 
nearly 2 miles of stream passage to get to 
the survey start, involving walking, stoop-
ing, and crawling, and you get soaking wet 
and there is good air flow. The Dry Cave 
Cognoscenti carry dry clothes with them to 
survey the dry passages after traversing the 
wet. He posted some excellent photos at: 
tinyurl.com/qx2jsw6. 

Dave Socky posted to his Facebook 
page on August 16 that he spent the previ-
ous day working on a Waterfall Cave, 
Highland County, Virginia, dig with Phil 
Lucas, Mark Hodge, Hope Brooks, Erik 
Pelkey, John Sweet, and Frank Marks. They 
made only six or seven feet of progress and 
the way ahead is very grabby and only a 
foot wide by two feet high, but blowing air 
indicates excellent potential.

Joe Mitchell posted to the Texas Cavers 
listserv on August 8 about a Deep Cave, 
Edwards County, Texas, survey trip. Six 
survey teams composed of 19 cavers surveyed 
269.2 meters, bringing the new length of the 
cave to 5518.3 meters. Ellie Falgout, Gary 
Donham, and Wade McDaniel finished off 
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two leads in the Crystal Water and Junction 
Room areas. Bennett Lee, Pam Campbell, 
and Lindsay Smith continued their previous 
survey off Lillie’s Leisure, which eventual led 
to a new but long and difficult connection 
to the Bear Scratch Hall area; they did not 
return to the cabin until about 1:00 a.m. Saj 
Zappitello, Matt Zappitello, and Tom Rogers 
worked on a lead in the Rust Room that led 
down into a new area. Marvin Miller, Gerry 
Geletzke, and Jake McLeod worked on the 
seemly endless maze in the Miller Time area, 
surveying back under the Forest of Columns 
Room and making a couple of connections 
up into it. Their survey continued further 
and eventually tied into the Lost World 
survey. They surveyed 124 m of passage and 
found many new leads. Don Arburn, Arron 
Wertheim, Vicki DeLeon, and initially Mike 
Harris worked below the Helictite Room 
work on some remaining leads. Harris peeled 
off after a while and worked on trail mark-
ers in the Forest of Columns area. Mitchell, 
Galen Falgout, and Jill Orr visited the MCM 
Room for some photography, to collect a 
mud sample, and check for remaining leads, 
after which they worked on some leads under 
the Forest of Columns. 

Conulites in Dry Cave, Greenbrier County, West Virginia

Left: Anthodites in Dry Cave 
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CAVE: NATURE AND CULTURE 
(2015) by Ralph Crane and Lisa Fletcher. 
Reaktion Books, London. Paperback, 222 
pages, 6” x 8¼” format, ISBN 978-1-
78023-431-1. Available for $24.95.

Although much of what is written about 
caves comes from members of the caving 
community itself, serpentine passages deep 
underground have long offered a fertile 
landscape attractive to writers interested in 
a wide range of art and literature. Such is the 
case with Cave: Nature and Culture, whose 
co-authors teach English at the University of 
Tasmania (Australia).

In exploring various facets of speleol-
ogy, Ralph Crane and Lisa Fletcher provide 
a primarily historical approach to the study 
of caves (although a degree of contemporary 
information is also included). Consideration 
is given to caves in both the physical and 
metaphorical sense, with emphasis placed 
on the relationship of caves to the total-
ity of human cultural experience. Material 
presented is global in scope.

Discussion of the physical/biologi-
cal nature of caves includes an interesting 
treatment of the gradual development of 
speleology—including the growth of its 
complex lexicon—as a diverse and multidis-
ciplinary field of study, a brief discussion of 
cave-adapted animal life, and various aspects 
of cave exploration. With respect to the 
latter, the authors highlight the rigors and 
dangers inherent to long-term, expedition-
style caving. The myriad perils faced by cave 
divers is also called into specific relief. A 
chapter on show caves provides information 
on some of the most famous tourist caves 
worldwide. In addition to traditional cave 

tours, many commercial cave operations also 
now offer wild-type adventure tours, which 
the authors describe as successfully produc-
ing “the fiction that the human tourists are 
experiencing an authentic encounter with a 
wild cave.” A six-page appendix provides a 
brief look at 50 “notable caves” worldwide.

Caves are considered in relation to a 
wide range of human experience, especially 
artistic and literary perspectives, in which 
underground passages signify such diverse 
concepts as ignorance and unreality, retreat 
from the norms of human existence, womb 
or tomb, rebirth, mirrors of the soul, portals 
to the underworld, etc. In this regard, 
discussion features the influence that caves 
have had on film, poetry, general fiction, 
photography, art, mythology, philosophy, 
and religion. Examples and brief descriptions 
are drawn from both popular and scholarly 
literary works. The authors’ focus of atten-
tion ranges from the ancestral use of caves 
for shelter and as sites of spiritual importance 
through more contemporary roles of caves 
in human culture.

This is a well-written and interesting 
book that offers a varied selection of cave-
related topics, many of which will appeal 
to members of the caving community who 
have an eclectic range of interests. It is nicely 
illustrated, with an assortment of both black-
and-white and full-color images. However, 
consideration of individual topics is neces-
sarily brief, allowing readers only the most 
cursory look at each. Moreover, the degree 
of analysis or creative assessment of informa-
tion varies significantly from topic to topic. 
By and large, this book will be most suitable 
for those with little or no cave-related knowl-
edge or underground experience. Readers 
interested in more detailed information on 
select topics discussed can consult one of 
the many more-specialized books available.

Danny A. Brass

MANUAL OF U.S. CAVE RESCUE TECHNIQUES, 
THIRD EDITION
Edited by Anmar Mirza. National Cave 
Rescue  Commiss ion ,  2015.  ISBN 
2370000230362. Approximately 250 
pages, 8.5 by 11 inches, softbound, $50.

This book, a much-needed and thor-
ough revision of the 1988 second edition, is 
a bound version of a collection of chapters, 
with pages numbered independently, that 
are used in looseleaf form during cave-
rescue courses offered by the National 
Cave Rescue Commission of the NSS. The 
thirty-six chapters have version numbers, 
like software, ranging from 1.2 to 2.3, and 
presumably the looseleaf versions have been 
evolving and will continue to do so, but it 
is valuable that a bound book is available 
for permanent reference. Twenty authors 
are listed, plus whoever wrote the thirteen 
anonymous chapters. The numerous illustra-
tions are clear and a lot better than those in 
the second edition.

The National Cave Rescue Commission 
is charged with coordination between cavers 
and civil agencies, and a large fraction of its 
training customers are professional emer-
gency personnel, so catering to them is not 
surprising. There are references to local 
protocols and Form 205 and even a few 
mentions of half-inch rope, which cavers 
haven’t used since the Manila Age. I’d like 
to be there when a fireman encounters a 
9-millimeter rope hanging in a pit.

But there is a lot in the book that should 
be of interest even to cavers who hope 
never to be involved in a 911 emergency 
situation. There are succinct descriptions of 
various vertical systems and a good discus-
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sion of knots. A lot of the material about 
rigging is pertinent to any vertical caving, 
as long as one recognizes that some of it is 
important only when one is lifting a loaded 
litter with attendant. There is little about 
first-aid beyond stopping major blood loss 
and preventing hyperthermia, but realistically 
there is little that can be done in the cave. 
CPR is not likely to work in cases of trauma. 
There is a chapter on small-party self-rescue, 
and a lot of other things in the book are 
relevant to that, too, such as ways of lower-
ing a person immobilized on rope besides 
the dangerous and “last-resort” pickoff. 
One thing worth noting is that a Gibbs-type 
ascender, rather than the toothed-cam sort, 
is preferable for many hauling uses, and a 
caving party might have a couple along, plus 
a small pulley or so, even if none is part of 
anyone’s climbing system. Of course a large 
part of the book is devoted to packaging a 
patient in a litter and hauling it out of the 
cave. If it comes to that, the guys with flash-
ing lights and their parasites the press will 
almost certainly be involved.

I recommend the Manual of U.S. Cave 
Rescue Techniques to any serious caver, 
perhaps to be read selectively. Some precau-
tions are in order. Parts will appeal most to 
cavers who were in the military and enjoyed 
it, the reader will frequently encounter more 
than just a whiff of lawyers, and anyone who 
knows that “a patient should have their” is 
not good English will be driven mad.

Bill Mixon

West Virginia Cave Books 
 www.WVASS.org

Puerto riCo exPedition write-uP
Kudos to the members of the Rio 

Encantado [Puerto Rico] Expeditions [NSS 
News August 2015], especially to Brian 
Gindling and his fellow diggers at the bottom 
of Cueva Zumbo.

Before the narrative of the cave geog-
raphy becomes set, it is useful to remember 
that the system is not (as described)  a “… 
continuous 21.7 km long river cave… 
perhaps the world’s longest traversable 
underground river.”  It would be nice if it was.

However, the two entrances of “Upper 
Zumbo and Lower Zumbo” are separated by 
a roofless slot canyon crossing a depression 
between two mogotes. It is open to the sky 

with a stream lit directly by several hours of 
midday tropical sun. A short section of this 
narrow 30 to 40 m- long canyon is under 
overhanging meander ledges (not a roof) but 
most is not.

As noted years ago in the opening 
paragraph and maps of “The Survey and 
Geology of Cueva Yuyu,” Espeleorevista 
Puerto Rico Num. 3, 2010, pp. 6-11, this 
reduces the larger section of the system to 
a still-impressive single stream of about 18 
km length and 240 meters vertical relief, 
with a smaller [3 km long, 70m vertical] 
cave upstream.

Tom Miller
Añasco, Puerto Rico

Brent McGregor made this capture from Arnold Ice Cave of a meteor trail during the August 
13 Perseid meteor shower, a predictable yearly event. This is the same entrance featured on 
our May 2015 issue. The camera was set up for time lapse photos, making a continuous series 
of 30 second exposures throughout the night. This image was about #330 of 550 images that 
made up the time-line. Brent had two cameras going at different places that night and ended 
up with 3 time-lapses from which he made the following video: https://vimeo.com/136264197
“The biggest challenge was getting the light right. I used two LED light panels for a constant 
light source as I didn’t want the cave to be a silhouette. Getting the lights to cast a very low 
light level was the trick. I used an off brand 14mm prime lens on my Canon7D.  
The clip in the above video of the stars with no foreground was aimed towards the NE and 
seemed to capture more meteors.”
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